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Teaching is today considered as

teaching profession, is most states

one of the important profession. As is

two or more types, or level. This one

true of other professions, within the

type may be granted on the basis of

teaching

the

profession

there

exists

bachelor

work. Within each area of work, such

certificate may be granted on the

as business education, an important

basis of the master degree. Thirty

part of joy derived by the worker is

semester hours of graduate credit in

evidenced by the worker, is evidenced

teaching experience, is required. It

by his level of, or his stature within

appears, that one route by which the

the profession. Acquiring a certificate

business teacher may advance to a

as

higher standing in his profession is

consistutes

teacher,

admission

actually
into

the

higher

this

education.

business

a

with

various levels and various areas of
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level

through the securing of graduate
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credit. This method is recognised and

national association known as the

used in almost the world.

National Education Association every

But of perhaps even greater

teacher is eligible for this association

importance to the teacher in terms of

which has been in existence over a

personal statisfaction, prestige, and

century and now numbers over a half

promotions

of

million members. There are many for

stature and work within the teaching

the business teacher to profit from

profession itself. It is assumed, of

and gain stature in his profession

course, that basic to this is a job well

and we can only briefly indicate a few

done at all times in the class room.

of

But for true success it is equally

voluntary outlay of but two or three

important that teacher join hands

dollars per month far less than the

with others in the guarding and

common labourer often pay in union

improve the work and standards of

dues in order to work at his trade the

the profession. Here in a proper and

business teacher may belong to his

fitting,

a

own local state regional and attend

completely voluntary basis, and that

participate in their many conferences,

has

and conventions, and have his own

is

that

the

such

become

attainment

form

customary

on

in

all

monthly,

professions.
Thus,

them

in

other

countries

members of teaching profession have
voluntarily joined together into one

here.

For

quarterly,

an

and

average

special

magazines and bulletins currently on
his desk. This is where he needs
them and where he will use them.

